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REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE

C. D. Michel - Cal. S.B.N. 144258 (pro hac vice)
MICHEL & ASSOCIATES, PC
180 E. Ocean Boulevard, Suite No. 200
Long Beach, CA 90802 
Telephone: 562-216-4444
Facsimile: 562-216-4445
Email: cmichel@michelandassociates.com

David T. Hardy - S.B.N. 4288
8987 E Tanque Verde, No. 309
Tucson, AZ 85749-9399  
Telephone: 520-749-0241  
Facsimile: 520-749-0088  
Email: dhardy@michelandassociates.com

Attorneys for Proposed Defendant-Intervenor
National Rifle Association

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

PRESCOTT DIVISION

CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL
DIVERSITY

Plaintiff, 

v.

U.S. BUREAU OF LAND
MANAGEMENT; RON WENKER,
Acting Director of U.S. Bureau of Land
Management; JAMES KENNA, BLM
Arizona State Director; KEN
SALAZAR, Secretary of Interior, and
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE,

Defendants, and

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION,
Proposed Defendant-Intervenor.

CASE NO. 3:09-cv-08011-PCT-PGR

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO INTERVENE OF NATIONAL
RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Judge Paul G. Rosenblatt, presiding 

Date: December 14, 2009
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Courtroom: 601

I. INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff Center for Biological Diversity’s (“CBD”) Opposition (“Opposition” or

“Opp.”) to proposed Defendant-Intervenor National Rifle Association’s (“NRA”) Motion for

Leave to Intervene (“Motion”) on behalf of all of the defendants to this action (the “Current

Defendants”) proffers two central arguments against NRA’s request for leave to intervene.
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1  As the Opposition does not include line numbering, all references to lines therein
are approximate. Also, as a matter of clarification, this Reply uses the Court’s pagination of
the Opposition, which is different than the Oppositions’ original pagination. 

2  The Current Defendants filed a Response to NRA’s Motion to Intervene
(“Response”) indicating no objection to intervention being granted, but requesting “the Court
impose reasonable conditions on NRA’s participation in the case [including precluding NRA
from] conduct[ing] discovery or introduc[ing] extra-record materials . . . .”  (Response,
Document No. 48, p. 5, lns.2-6).  Because the arguments of the Response are basically
addressed by the Opposition as well, this Reply will address these issues as they are raised
in the Opposition, unless otherwise specifically noted.     

2
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE

First, that “NRA intends to introduce thousands of pages of extra-record evidence.”

(Opp., Document No. 47, at p. 5, lns. 12-14).1,2 CBD’s arguments on this point are baseless,

as NRA’s Motion (and any other document it has filed) states nothing of the sort.  A brief

review of the documents CBD cites in its Opposition regarding NRA’s alleged intention

definitively disproves CBD’s assertions.

Second, CBD contends NRA should not be allowed to intervene based on the

supposition that NRA was not involved in the “administrative process” upon which this action

is based.  (See Opp. at p. 7, lns. 17-28; p, 8, lns. 1-16).  CBD’s argument again fails, because

not only is it legally insignificant, but also because NRA has already demonstrated it was

directly in the relevant pre-litigation administrative process through its affiliates and

members.  Accordingly, CBD’s Opposition is meritless. 

II. ARGUMENT

A. CBD’s Allegation Regarding NRA’s Intent 
Is an Unqualified Misrepresentation

The Opposition consistently argues that NRA intends to introduce “thousands of pages

of” or “voluminous” extra-record evidence.  (Opp. at p. 5, Ln. 13; p. 10, lns. 17-18; p. 11, lns.

12-13; p. 14, ln. 17; p. 15, lns. 18-19; p. 18, lns. 2-3)  That contention is simply untrue.  

The Opposition cites generally (i.e., without pinpoint cites) only the Motion (at p. 14),

and the Declaration of C.D. Michel, filed therewith (at p. 3), to establish the factual basis for

the assertion regarding NRA’s supposed intent to introduce “thousands of pages of
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REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE

documents.”  NRA will not reproduce the text of all those pages here, but sufficed to say,

neither actually states NRA intends on introducing “voluminous” evidence into the

administrative record.  (Opp. at p. 10, lns. 17-18).  Rather, NRA’s Motion merely states that

NRA is familiar with much of the available  material regarding the condor/lead ammunition

issue, that NRA is prepared to rebut CBD’s interpretation of the data in the administrative

record, and that if CBD attempted to introduce records from outside the administrative record,

NRA had documents to counter that attempt.  (Motion at p. 14; Michel Decl. at p. 3).

In fact, it is hypocritical for CBD’s Opposition to focus so heavily on the alleged threat

of extra-record documents being introduced by NRA, considering the Joint Case Management

Report (“Report,” filed just two months ago, Document No. 37) tends to suggest that CBD

itself intends to attempt to introduce extra-record evidence.  (Report, p. 5, lns. 11-12).  CBD’s

intention is reflected in the Report itself, which states “the parties anticipate that there may

be motions by Plaintiff challenging the scope of the administrative record.” Id.  This statement

seems to conflict, perhaps disingenuously, with CBD’s recent assertion that “this action [is

limited to] an existing Administrative Record . . . .”  (Opp. at p. 11, lns. 5-6).  

So while NRA has not expressed an intention to expand the administrative record,

issues regarding the scope of administrative record appear to have already been placed before

the Court by CBD. 

In summary, CBD’s statements about NRA’s intentions are both antithetical to the

treatment CBD itself seems to be seeking (i.e., modification of the scope of the administrative

record) and are factually baseless because NRA does not anticipate attempting  to supplement

the administrative record unless in response to another parties’ efforts.  Accordingly, the

Court should disregard CBD’s arguments about NRA’s alleged intent. 

B. CBD’s Contentions Regarding the Timeliness Are Specious

The Opposition’s discussion of the timeliness of NRA’s Motion reiterates CBD’s

central arguments discussed above, despite the fact that those arguments, even if they were

well-founded, are not relevant to timeliness.  

Specifically, CBD apparently asserts that, as to the “prejudice” factor of the timeliness
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3  Similarly irrelevant to timeliness is CBD’s comment that the relevant
administrative record has been distributed to the parties.  (Id. at 24-25).  First, CBD fails to
mention that the administrative record was distributed after the Motion was filed, which
likely precludes the possibility of prejudice on this issue. (See Motion (“Filed 10/15/09”);
Response, p. 3, lns. 9-10 (stating the administrative record was produced to CBD on Oct. 15,
2009).  Second, though the administrative record has not been produced to NRA, NRA
believes it totals over 50,000 pages.  (See Joint Case Management Report, Document No.
37, lns. 26-27).  Accordingly, it is quite possible the Motion will be decided before CBD
even completes its review of the record, which further suggests there is no prejudice vis-à-
vis the administrative records.    

4
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inquiry, NRA’s proposed intervention is a “threat to further delay and complicate the case.”

(Id.; Id. at p. 16, lns. 8-10 ).  Indeed, “[t]he question is whether existing parties may be

prejudiced by the delay in moving to intervene[,] ‘not whether the intervention itself will

cause the nature, duration, or disposition of the lawsuit to change’ . . . .”  Schwarzer et al.,

Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial § 7:191 (2009) (citing United States v. Union Elec. Co.,

64 F.3d 1152, 1159 (8th Cir. 1995); Edwards v. City of Houston, 78 F.3d 983, 1002 (5th Cir.

1996); Smith v. Marsh, 194 F.3d 1045, 1051 (9th Cir. 1999)).  Because CBD’s arguments

concern theoretical post-intervention prejudice, they are not appropriately raised.

Similarly, the Opposition’s timeliness argument alleges NRA failed to participate in

the relevant administrative process, but fails to explain how the allegation is in any way

relevant to timeliness.  (Opp. at pp. 15-16, lns. 25-27, 1-1).  As the Opposition states, the

timeliness inquiry includes “three factors: (1) the stage of the proceeding, (2) prejudice to the

other parties, and (3) the reason for and length of the delay. [Citation]” (Id. at lns. 13-16).  As

an alleged failure to participate in a prior administrative process plainly has nothing to do with

any of the three factors, CBD’s argument is irrelevant.3  Thus, CBD’s allegations regarding

timeliness are unsound and should be disregarded by the Court.  

C. The NRA’s Interests In this Action Are Obvious and Significant

 NRA’s interest in protecting the status quo for its members who hunt in Arizona is at

least three fold.  NRA has an interest in protecting hunters’ rights: as incorporated in 50

C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I) and other laws, by representing hunters should the Current

Defendants attempt to settle this case in disregard of hunters’ rights, and, as described directly
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4  Though it may be true CBD has not explicitly asked this Court for an injunction
banning lead use in the relevant areas, statements on CBD’s website indicate that such
injunction may be CBD’s ultimate goal. “[CBD’s] Get the Lead Out campaign has called on
California and Arizona to require the use of nonlead ammunition within the condor’s range
. . . .  When management plans by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service failed to protect condors in on [sic] public lands near the Grand Canyon,
we took both agencies to court in 2009.”  (Exhibit “1”). 

5  Note one in the Opposition states NRA has not raised the motor vehicle use issue.
Id.  This is not accurate.  Though NRA’s intervention is obviously focused on the
condor/lead ammunition issue, NRA’s Proposed Answer filed shows NRA intends to oppose
any “claims that infringe on hunting, including but not limited to the use of lead
ammunition.”  (Proposed Answer,  Document No. 40, p. 15, lns. 3-4).  To the extent the
administrative record (which NRA does not posses) indicates motor vehicle use impacts
hunting, NRA’s intervention would be directed at that narrow issue as well. 

5
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE

below, by defending against the threat of injunctive relief impacting hunting in the relevant

portion of Arizona.    

CBD both misstates and misunderstands the Motion’s reference to Nat’l Wildlife

Federation v. Hodel, Case No. S-85-0837 EJG, 1985 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16490 (E.D. Cal. Aug.

25, 1985).   Without citation, the Opposition states that the Motion cites Hodel “for the

proposition that injunctive relief in this case would result in a hunting ban in the Arizona

Strip.”  The Motion however, makes no such statement.  In fact, it states that “this action,

whether resolved by court order or settlement, has a reasonable chance of resulting in a lead

ammunition ban or similar use restriction . . . .”  (Motion at p. 10, lns. 7-9).

Additionally, CBD misunderstands Hodel.  CBD attempts to factually distinguish

Hodel because the plaintiff therein sought injunctive relief affecting hunting, whereas CBD

supposedly only seeks injunctive relief regarding certain motor vehicle usage issues, and not

to “enjoin any hunting at all . . . .”4  (Opp. at p. 9, n.1).5  

First, the Opposition fails to address the fact that CBD prayed for “such other and

further relief as the court [sic] deems just and proper” and sought judicial review under 16

U.S.C. Section 1540(g), both of which allow for injunctive relief.  (Amended Complaint, p.

29, lns. 26-27; p.36, lns. 25-26).  

Second, regardless of what relief CBD requested, and especially in light of the fact that
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CBD contends “any take of condors from the use of lead ammunition would be a per se

violation of the ESA,” the Court may determine it is required to grant injunctive relief

restricting hunting.  See Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n v. Burlington N. R.R., 23 F.3d 1508, 1511 (9th

Cir. 1994) (“In cases involving the ESA, Congress removed from the courts their traditional

equitable discretion in injunction proceedings . . .”, as "[t]he "language, history, and structure"

of the ESA demonstrates Congress' determination that the balance of hardships and the public

interest tips heavily in favor of protected species.) (Emphasis added).  Tellingly, the

Opposition omits the fact that temporary injunctive relief may be granted if CBD is successful

and this matter is  returned to the administrative review stage.  (Opp. at p. 10, lns. 5-11).  

Based on the foregoing, NRA has sufficiently shown an interest that is directly related

to this case, and meets that requirement for intervention as of right. 

D. CBD Fails to Show Resolution of this Action 
Will Not Impair NRA’s Interests

Revisions to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 24 in 1966 were 

obviously designed to liberalize the right to intervene in federal actions.
Interestingly, an earlier draft would have required that the judgment
"substantially" impair or impede the interest, but that higher barrier was deleted
in the course of approving the amendment. See Cohn, The New Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure, 54 GEO.L.J. 1204, 1232 (1966). 

Nuesse v. Camp, 385 F.2d 694, 701-702 (D.C. Cir. 1967) (cited by Blake v. Pallan, 554 F.2d

947, 954 (9th Cir. 1977) (noting Nuesse held “that stare decisis by itself may, in the proper

case, furnish the practical disadvantage required for the petitioner to be entitled to

intervention as of right. 

There is no doubt that hunters’ rights, both generally and as to 50 C.F.R. part

17.24(j)(2)(I), are implicated in this action.  NRA is ready and willing to appear in this action

to represent and protect hunters’ rights.  Any judicial interpretation of 50 C.F.R. Part

17.24(j)(2)(I) arising in this action will likely bind NRA and its members in the future, so

there is reason to believe the resolution of this action may impair NRA’s interests.

Regardless, CBD contends that instead of NRA raising its defenses in the instant action, NRA

should wait and participate in administrative proceedings that may never occur, or, if CBD’s
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suit fails as to the condor/lead issue, NRA could file a subsequent lawsuit.  

NRA seeks to challenge CBD’s assertions in this action, especially as they relate to

50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I).  NRA can only do that in the present litigation.  NRA is unaware

of any other action by which to obtain declaratory relief regarding the scope and application

of 50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I); NRA could not bring an independent declaratory relief

action, as the only “case or controversy” is this action.  28 U.S.C. § 2201. 

Because this is the only action in which NRA can defend against CBD on the relevant

issues, and that resolution of this action (by judgment or settlement) may have the reasonable

possibility of impairing NRA’s interests, NRA has proven a potential impairment of interest

that is sufficient for a party seeking to intervene as of right.    

E. Current Defendants Will Not Adequately Defend NRA’s Interests

1. NRA Was Involved in the Relevant Administrative Process  

[CBD contends d]ecisions in which the Ninth Circuit has allowed . . . public
interest groups to intervene as defendants in cases challenging federal agency
actions generally share a common thread: direct involvement in the
administrative proceedings out of which the litigation arose by the group
seeking intervention. Northwest Forest Resource Council v. Glickman, 82 F.3d
825, 837 (9th [sic] Cir. 1996) (citations omitted).

(Opp. at p. 7, lns. 19-25).  This is nearly a direct quote from Northwest, with one glaring

exception: Northwest states a common thread runs through potential intervenors who “were

directly involved in the enactment of the law or in the administrative proceedings out of

which the litigation arose.”  Northwest, 82 F.3d at 837 (italics added).  Furthermore, though

the Opposition does not mention it, the Northwest court expressly stated it cannot “rule out

the possibility that a public interest organization might adduce sufficient interest to intervene

even where it had not participated in or supported the legislation.”  Id. at 838.  

Here, CBD contends that, because “[t]he administrative record for this case indicates

that the NRA did not submit comments . . . at any stage of the public review process[,]” NRA

must not have participated in the relevant administrative proceedings.  (Opp. at p. 8, lns. 3-5).

Accordingly, CBD argues, NRA should now be precluded from intervening.  

CBD’s analysis on this issue is myopic.  The Declaration of Don Martin, filed with the

Case 3:09-cv-08011-PGR   Document 49    Filed 11/02/09   Page 7 of 12
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Motion, indicates NRA membership was active in discussions with the Arizona Game and

Fish Department (which was one of the entities that introduced the California condor to

Arizona, see Fish and Wildlife Service, 61 Fed. Reg. 54,044 (Oct. 16, 1996)) regarding the

Condors’  introduction.  (Martin Decl., Document 39-2, p. 2, lns. 9-18).  In fact, Mr. Martin,

a professional hunting guide since approximately 1986, lobbied the Mohave County Board

of Supervisors to support the condor introduction (which it did) once it was confirmed that

the introduction “would not affect current hunting or grazing practices.”  (Id.).  Accordingly,

Mr. Martin’s Declaration is evidence that NRA members, associated affiliates took part in the

administrative process that led to the adoption of 50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I).  See Fish and

Wildlife Service, 61 Fed. Reg. 54,044, 54,056 (Oct. 16, 1996).

Significantly, in large part because of the adoption of 50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I),

there was little reason for NRA to submit comments into the administrative record regarding

the alleged link between condor mortality and the use of lead ammunition.  Indeed, NRA’s

position was the law.  To suggest NRA should have submitted written comments supporting

a law already on the books, as CBD suggests, is not logical.  Administrative proceedings are

already complicated.  Parties are not required to “make the record” in support of existing law

against every potential challenge (whether direct or indirect).  NRA’s intervention would be

based in no small part on 50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I), as NRA affiliates supported the condor

introduction effort from which the Part arose. 

2. Current Defendants’ Affirmative Defenses are Insufficient to
Prevent Intervention

It is worth noting the Opposition fails to address Forest Conservation Council v. U.S.

Forest Serv., 66 F.3d 1489, 1499 (9th Cir. 1995). Thus, CBD apparently concedes the

Motion’s recap of Forest Council is correct in stating there is no assumption of adequate

representation by a federal agency defendant when it is “required to represent a broader view

than the more narrow, parochial interests” of a proposed intervenor.  Id. (cited in the Motion

at pp. 12-13, lns. 27-28, 1-2); see 3B Moore's Federal Practice  ¶24.07[4] at 24-78 (2d ed.

1995) (“Inadequate representation is most likely to be found when the applicant asserts a

Case 3:09-cv-08011-PGR   Document 49    Filed 11/02/09   Page 8 of 12
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REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE

personal interest that does not belong to the general public.”).

The Opposition does not, and cannot, rebut the plain truth that NRA and the Current

Defendants have markedly different interests.  NRA’s interest in preserving rights related to

hunting are a perfect example of “narrow, parochial interests” that, at best, is one of a

disparate bundle of interests the Current Defendants must defend.  It is perhaps because of the

foregoing that CBD attempts to wedge NRA’s and the Current Defendants’ interests into one

alleged “interest,” namely “an order upholding the BLM’s approval of the RMP and the

Biological Opinion of the FWS.”  (Opp. at p. 13, lns. 12-14).  

Aside from the fact CBD proffers no authority to support its narrow definition of

interest, any presumption of representational adequacy is overcome in situations, like here,

when there is a “likelihood that the government will abandon or concede a potentially

meritorious reading of the [law at issue].”  California ex rel. Lockyer v. United States, 450

F.3d 436, 444 (9th Cir. 2006); see United States v. State of Oregon, 839 F.2d 635, 638 (9th

Cir. 1998) (holding the U.S. did not adequately represent the interest of a proposed intervenor

with claims broader than the U.S.’).  

Current Defendants’ Answer flatly denies CBD is entitled to any relief whatsoever

(Answer, Document No. 31, p. 13, lns. 4-6); NRA’s Proposed Answer, however, requests this

Court “[i]ssue a Declaratory Judgment against [CBD] on all claims for which [CBD] sought

declaratory relief.  (Proposed Answer, p. 14, lns. 27-28).  That request is based, in part, on

affirmative defenses NRA, but not Current Defendants, has pleaded, including harmless error

and that CBD’s lawsuit conflicts with 50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I).  (Id. at pp. 18-19, lns. 26-

28, 1-2). 

Thus, as Current Defendants have not pleaded defenses that NRA obviously believes

are meritorious, there “are far more than differences in litigation strategy between the United

States and the proposed intervenors.”   Lockyer, 450 F.3d at 444.  Accordingly, here, as in

Lockyer, because the “proposed intervenors bring a point of view to the litigation not

presented by either the plaintiffs or the defendants[,]” NRA overcomes the presumption.  Id.

at 445.

Case 3:09-cv-08011-PGR   Document 49    Filed 11/02/09   Page 9 of 12
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6  The Opposition states “NRA has not established there is an independent basis for
jurisdiction.”  (Opp. at p. 17, lns. 18-19).  Though independent jurisdiction may be required
for new claims of a plaintiff intervenor, there is no reason for a defendant intervenor to prove
jurisdiction.  Intervention is an “ancillary proceeding,” and the  jurisdictional issue can be
established (and are plainly established in this federal question case) by the original parties.
See Vill. of Oakwood v. State Bank & Trust Co., 481 F.3d 364, 367 (6th Cir. 2007) (citing
generally 7C Wright, Miller & Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1917 (3d ed. 1998),
which states “[i]n federal question cases there should be no problem of jurisdiction with
regard to an intervening defendant . . . .”).   

10
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F. Permissive Intervention Is Both Practically and Procedurally Appropriate

The Motion establishes that NRA meets the requirements for permissive intervention,6

but the discretionary factors at issue also weigh in favor of permissive intervention.  “[T]he

decision to grant or deny [permissive] intervention is discretionary, subject to considerations

of equity and judicial economy.”  Garza v. County of Los Angeles, 918 F.2d 763, 777 (9th Cir.

1991), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 1028 (1991).  “[I]t will often be the case that a private party has

greater first hand knowledge of the impact of legislation on private individuals than the

government. Such knowledge may support a trial judge's discretionary grant of permissive

intervention . . . .”  Prete v. Bradbury, 438 F.3d 949, 959 n.13 (9th Cir. 2006).  

There can be no doubt that NRA’s membership has exactly the kind of “first hand

knowledge” that supports permissive intervention.  NRA is aware of no other hunting rights

organization operating in Arizona that has the inclination, experience, and wherewithal to

participate in this action and represent those hunters that are directly impacted by the agency

actions at issue and by 50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I).  If NRA is not allowed to intervene,

judicial economy (not to mention administrative economy) will not be served, regardless of

the result.  That is, if CBD obtains a verdict or settlement in its favor, NRA envisions a

declaratory relief action will be filed regarding the impact of 50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I).

If the Current Defendants prevail, it will likely only be after fully litigating the substance of

CBD’s claims (something that could be avoided if NRA’s harmless error or statutory

preclusion affirmative defenses are upheld), and will leave unresolved the proper

interpretation and effect of 50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(1).  

Because 50 C.F.R. Part 17.24(j)(2)(I) will likely be raised in a future lawsuit if not

Case 3:09-cv-08011-PGR   Document 49    Filed 11/02/09   Page 10 of 12
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7  CBD claims that, “in cases seeking to enforce environmental laws in the public
interest, delays due to intervention are especially prejudicial to parties and the public
because they can stall the resolution of important environmental issues.”  (Opp. at p. 18, lns.
6-8 (citations omitted).  CBD’s actions, however, indicate that CBD itself is not particularly
concerned about this matter being “stalled.”  First, CBD has not sought preliminary relief
herein.  Second, CBD’s Notice of Intent to Sue dated December 9, 2008 (attached as Exhibit
“2”), raises most, if not all of CBD’s arguments regarding condors, and yet, CBD’s
Complaint filed January 27, 2009 (Document No. 1), barely mentions the condor; CBD did
not raise any condor-specific arguments until 2 months later, in CBD’s Amended Complaint
(Document No. 21, filed March 25, 2009).  

11
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addressed in this action, and because intervention will, without undue prejudice,7 provide a

unified voice in this action for thousands of hunters that will be affected by the resolution of

this action, NRA requests the Court grant it permissive intervention. 

III. CONCLUSION

NRA should be allowed to intervene as a party on issues that will potentially affect

hunting in Arizona.  CBD’s suggestion that NRA should be ordered to file joint briefs with

Current Defendants is untenable (Opp. at p. 18, ln. 22-27).  Obvious prejudice would result

to all defendants if joint briefs were ordered, as NRA’s arguments and interests are not fully

aligned with those of the Current Defendants, hence NRA’s Motion.  Furthermore, CBD’s

requests that NRA be precluded from independently filing briefs or participating herein prior

to the remedial phase are not based on any factual threat of prejudice, but appear to be a

surreptitious attempt to prevent NRA from making arguments that would prevent the

necessity for a decision on the merits.  

Based on the foregoing, NRA respectfully requests the Court grant it leave to intervene

in this matter.       

Dated: November 2, 2009 MICHEL & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

/s/ C.D. Michel
Attorneys for Proposed Defendant-
Intervenor the National Rifle Association 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 2nd day of November, 2009, I electronically transmitted the

document Reply in Support of Motion for Leave to Intervene of National Rifle

Association to the Clerk’s Office using the CM/ECF System for filing and transmittal of a

Notice of Electronic Filing to the following CM/ECF registrants:  

Adam F. Keats
John T. Buse
Center for Biological Diversity
351 California Street, Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94104
Tel.: (415) 436-9683
akeats@biologicaldiversity.org
jbuse@biologicaldiversity.org

Attorneys for Plaintiff

Luther L. Hajek
US Dept. Of Justice ENRD
P.O. Box 663
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044-0663
Tel.: (202) 305-0492
luke.hajek@usdoj.gov

Richard Glen Patrick
US Attorney’s Office 
2 Renaissance Sq
40 N. Central Ave., Suite 1200
Phoenix, AZ 85004-4408
Tel.: (602) 514-7500
richard.patrick@usdoj.gov

John Buse 
Center for Biological Diversity 
5656 South Dorchester Avenue
Suite 3
Chicago, IL 60637-1705
Tel.: (323) 533-4416
jbuse@biologicaldiversity.org

S. Jay Govindan
Wildlife & Marine Resources Section
Ben Franklin Section 
P.O. Box 7369
Washington, DC 20044-7369
Tel No.: (202) 305-0237
Jay.Govindan@usdoj.gov

/s/C.D. Michel 
C.D. Michel
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California condor
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SAVING THE CALIFORNIA CONDOR

A cherished icon of the West , the prehistoric-looking California
co nd or remains one of the world's mos t endangered species,

North America's largest avian narrowly escaped extinction in the
mid -1980s when the last 22 wild Californ ia condors became star
pa rti cipant s in a captive-breeding program . Thanks to those
efforts. more than 140 condors flew freely in California and
Ar iz ona by 2007. But recovery is still in jeopardy: More than 40
pe rcent of all released condors have died or been returned to
captivity.

Poisoning by ingestion of lead shot - scavenge d along with

carcasses left behind by hunter s - is one of the most
Wid esp read and preventable causes of condor deaths. The
Center's Get the Lead Out Campaign nas called on Californi a
and Arizo na to require HIe use of nonlead amm unition within the
con dors range, resultinq in California's historic Ridley-Tree
Condor Preserva tion Act, as we ll as a settlement with
California's wildlife agencies elim inating lead ammuni tion For
dep redation hunting (the hunting of "nuisance" anirnats). When
management plans by the U.S. Bureau of Land Managem ent
and Fish and Wildl ife Service failed to protect condors in on
public lands near the Grand Can yon . we took both agencies to
court in 2009. We're also campaigning to reduce habit at loss.
lead ing a broad coalition to preserve Tejon Ranch (a
biodivers ity hotspot containing vita l habitat for the condor) as a
nat ional or state park - even after other conservatron groups
signed a comprom ise With the ranch's owners that wou ld allow
dev elopm ent in condor cnti cal habitat. We' ve fought to block a
series ot sprawling developments that would forever change
Tejon and moved against a proposa l to grant the ranch's
owne rs a "license to kill" condors to make developmen t easier.
And wh en two condors were found shot with lead bullets in
central California in spring 2009. we launched an in-depth

investigation and announced a $40,000 reward to help bring the
shooter or shoote rs to justice.

We opposed the Bush admin istrat ion's plans to expan d oil and
gas drilling in Los Padres National Forest. including sur face
dnll ing nex t to the Sespe Condo r Sanctua ry . We SUbmitted a
compreh ensive conservation plan for Southern California's four
national Forests to protect condors. and we 're chall enging the

KEY DOCUMENTS
Petition to California Fish and Game Com mission to address
lead poiso ning of condors
Scientif ic reports
Leite r from scientis ts to Governor Schwa rzenegger on saving

Tejon Ranch
Event tnneline A brief history of condor controversy in Tejon
Caiifomia Condor Activlly in the Tejon Ranch Region
Center comments on Tehachapi Uplan ds Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan
Scientist comments on Teha chapi Uplands Multiple Species
Habitat Conservation Plan

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT PROFILE

ACTION TIMELI NE

NATURAL HISTORY

MEDIA
Press releases
Media highlights
Search our newsroom for the California condor

RELATED ISSUES
Get the l.ea d Out
Save Tejon Ranch
0 11 and Gas
Southern California Forests
The Endangered Species Act

DETRITUS
California Department of Fish and Game explanation of lead
ammu nition ban
Event timeline : a briet history of condor controversy in Tejon
Pinnacles Nat iona l Park We b page on lead and condors
Download Californi a condor nngtone For you r cell phone

Contact: .Jeff Miilar
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California condor

Forest Service's management plans for these forests. which
would harm condor habitat. Our influence on past management
p lan s for these forests has resulted in the inclusion of protective
m easures such as using nontoxic antifreeze in vehicles and
re trofitting power lines to prevent condor electrocutions.
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CENTER fo r BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

December 9, 2008

VIA FACSIMILE AND CERTIFIED MAILIRETURN RECEIPT

Lorraine M. Chri st ian
Arizona Strip Field Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
Arizona Strip Field Office
345 East Riverside Drive
S1. George, UT 84790
Fax: 435-688-3528

Monument Manager
Vermilion Cliffs Nati onal Monument
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
Arizona Strip Field Office
345 East Riverside Drive
S1. George, UT 84790
Fax: 435-688-3528

Jeff Bradybaugh
NPS Supt. and Acting Monument Manager
Grand Can yon-Parashant Nat' I Monument
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
National Park Servi ce
Arizona Strip Field Office
345 East Riverside Drive
S1. George, UT 84790
Fax: 435-688-3528

Linda Price
Dirk Kempthorne
Secretary of the Interior
Department of the Interior
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington DC 20240
Fax: 202-208-5048

Re: 60-Day Notice ofIntent to Sue for Violations of the Endangered Species
Act Concerning the Resource Management Plans/Final Environmental
Impact Statement for the Grand Canyon-Parashant National Monument,
the Arizona Strip Field Office, and the Vermilion Cliffs National
Monument

Dear Ms. Christian, Ms . Price , Mr. Bradybaugh, and Secretary Kempthorne :

This letter provides notice that the Center for Biological Diversity intends to sue the
U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the National Park Service (NPS) for
violations of the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.c. §§ 1531-1544. Section 7 of the ESA
requires the BLM and NPS to ensure that their actions do not jeopardize the continued
existence of threatened or endangered species or destroy or adversely modify designated
critical habitat. Id. § 1536(a)(2). The agenc ies are violating this duty in connection with
their management of the Grand Canyon-Parashant National Monument, the BLM lands
managed by the Arizona Strip Field Office, and the Vermilion Cliffs National Monument,

Arizona ' Cal ifornia ' Nevada ' New Mexico • Alaska ' Oregon ' Montana ' tti inois • rl,1;nnesota • vermont» Washington. DC
' " ~ •• • r'_ ' • • _ _ •• ~ ~, " . • • • __ • . _ h. ~' " '. ' _~.~. "h '_ "~ . . • .• " .• '~ __. ~ . . , _•._ ~ . ,

Adam Keats . Seni or Counse l • 3 ~il Cali fornia St. , SUi te 600 • San Fran c isco. CA 9 4 10 4
Phon e; 41 5-436 -9682 x304 • Fax; 41 !)-43 6·9683 • akr.ats@blologicald iversil y.org
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pursuant to the recently-adopted BLM Resource Man agement Plans and NPS General
Management Plan for those areas . These plans threaten the survival of a host of imperiled
species, including the desert tortoise and the California condor. This letter constitutes the
required 60-day notice under 16 U.S.c. § I540(g)(2)(A).

I. BACKGROUND

On Nove mber 7, 2007, BLM and the Park Service completed a formal section 7
ESA consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) evaluating the impacts of
the management plans for the Grand Canyon-Parashant National Monument, Vermili on
Cliffs National Monument, and Arizona Strip (collectively, "Arizona Strip plans") on
threatened and endangered species and designated critical habitat. See 16 U.S.c. §
1536(a)(2).

In the biological opinion completing the consultation, FWS concluded that the
Arizona Strip plans are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence ofthe California
condor, Mex ican spotted owl, southwestern willow flycatcher, Yuma clapper rail, desert
tortoise, Virgin River chub, woundfin, Brady pincushion cactus, Holmgren milk vetch,
Jones' Cycladenia, Siler pincushion cactus, and Welsh 's milkweed. FWS also concluded
the plans are not likely to destroy or adversely modify designated critical habitat for the
Virgin River chub, woundfin, desert tortoise, southwes tern willow flycatcher, and Holmgren
milk vetch.

For a variety of reasons, the se conclusions are arbitrary and capricious and viol ate
the ESA . According ly, BLM and NPS's reliance on this unlawful biological opinion
violates thei r substantive dut y under section 7 of the ESA.

Desert To rto ise

First, the biological opin ion fails to adequate ly evaluate the impacts of the plans'
activities on the desert tortoi se.

For example, the biological opinion concludes that the plans w ill not jeopardize
the torto ise or destro y or adversely modi fy its critica l habit at becau se they are allegedly
" large ly in acco rda nce" with the 1994 Desert Torto ise Recovery Plan . However, many of
the activ ities au tho rized under the Arizona Strip Plan s are contrary to the prescriptions
and dire ction of the Recovery Plan. The biological opinion does not explain how FWS
reached its conc lusion that the Ar izo na Strip plans comply with the Rec overy Plan when
it is clear that the y do not. See Southwes t Center for Biolo gical Diversity v. Bartel, 470 F.
Supp. 2d 1118, 11 36-37 (S.D. Ca l. 2006) ("F WS must make a consc ientious and
educated effort to impl ement the plans for the recovery of the spec ies."). As a result , the
biological opin ion fails to adequate ly evaluate whether and how the plans will affect the
tortoise ' s recovery. This failure violates the ESA. Nat' I Wildlife Fed'n v. Nat 'l Marine
Fisheries Serv., 524 F.3d 9 17, 931-33 (9th Cir. 2008) (holding ESA regulat ions require
consideration of recovery in jeopardy analysis) . Similarly, the biological opini on fails to
address how the plans that allow sign ificant adverse impacts to designated critical habit at

December 9. 2008
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through, infer alia, continued grazing and ORV use will affect the va lue ofthe torto ise's
designated critical habitat for recovery. See. e.g, Gifford Pinchot Task Force v. U.S. Fish
& Wildl ife Serv., 378 F.3d 1059, 1069 (9th Cir. 2004) (requiring agencies to consider
impacts on recovery in critica l habit at analysis).

The biological opinion failed to adequately consider the impacts to the tortoise
and its critical habitat on a recov ery unit basis. A recovery unit as set out in the Desert
Torto ise Recovery Plan " is a geographic unit harborin g an evo lutionary distinct
popul ation segment of the desert tortoise (Mojave unit)." Desert Torto ise Recovery Plan
at footnote page i The goal of the Recovery Plan is to protect and recove r each of these
unique populations of desert tortoise; " [p]reserving viable populations of desert tortoises
within each of these units is esse ntial to the long-term recovery, viability, and genetic
diversity of the species." Id. at pg. 31. The biological opinion ignored new genetics
inform ation that shows that there are substantial genetic distinctions between the tortoise
populations in many of the recovery units . This underscores the need to preserve healthy
tortoise popul ations in each recovery unit in order to achieve recovery of the species and
fulfill the goals of the ESA. See Murphy, Robert W., Berry, Kristin H., Edwards, Taylor,
and Mc Luckie, Ann M., "A Genetic Ass essment of the Recovery Units for the Mojave
Population of the Desert Torto ise, Gopherus agass izii," Chelonian Conserv ation and
Biology, 2007, 6(2); 229-25 1.

An analysis of the impacts on the tortoise ' s recovery is esse nt ial because the
tortoise population continues its downward popul ation decline despite federal listing and
recovery plan whi ch was published in 1994. Its habitat continues to shrink and the
threats to its survival are increasing. Although the biological opinion ac knowledges the
deteriorating condition of the tortoise ' s des ignated critica l habitat in thi s area and others,
the agency approves activities that will increase the threats to the tortois e and its
designated crit ica l habit at, including graz ing, roads and motorized recreati on,
construction of power lines, oil and gas exploration and drilling, and uranium mining.
Regarding roads in particular, FW S assu med the plans will close enough roads to protect
the tortoise eve n though BLM had not completed its route transportation plan before the
end o f the consultation. In approv ing this unkn own road plan and other damagin g
act ivities, FWS failed to adequately evaluate how the Arizona Strip plans' activities, in
concert with the area' s alread y degraded conditions , will affect the torto ise 's critical
habitat and its va lue for recovery. See 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(g) (desc ribing requirement s
for biological opinion); id. § 402.02 (defining effects of the act ion that must be anal yzed
in section 7 consultat ion).

FWS also failed to adequately analyze parti cular threats and impacts to the
tortoise, including the threat from the spread of upper resp iratory tract disease and the
cumulative impacts from non-federal activ ities on the tortoise. See 50 C.F .R. § 402 .14(g);
id. § 402 .02 (defi ning cumulative effects). Further, for many areas that are a lready
degraded, FWS simply notes that they are lost, with out evaluating what that loss means
for the tortoise. For example, FWS approves the disposal of approximate ly 1,800 acres
of desert tortoise habit at and acknow ledges that thes e lands will be devel oped and
become unsuitable for the tortoise, but fails to analyze how this loss of acreage will affect

December 9, 20 08
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the tortoise's survival or recovery cumulatively. Similarly, FWS dismisses critical
habitat located outside the specific desert tortoise protection areas as already degraded,
without addressing how that degraded habitat affects the tortoise's ability to survive and
recover.

In approving the Arizona Strip plans ' damaging activities, the biological opinion
also relies on incomplete information and ignores the best available science. See 16
U.S.c. § 1536(a)(2) (requiring FWS and action agencies to use "best scientific and
commercial data available") . For example, the agency ignores many of the indirect
impacts on tortoises associated with both paved and unpaved roads as well as the most
current science relating to impacts of roads on tortoises and the current science on the
impacts of grazing on desert tortoise. Both grazing and ORVs are known to have
significant impacts on the desert tortoise and its habitat. See,~, Brooks, M.L. and B.
Lair. 2005 . Ecological Effects of Vehicular routes in a Desert Ecosystem. U.S .
Geological Survey, Western Ecological Research Center, Las Vegas Field Station,
Henderson, Nevada, 23p; Von SeckendorffHoff, K., and R. Marlow. 2002. Impacts of
vehicle road traffic on desert tortoise populations with consideration of conservation of
tortoise habitat in southern Nevada. Chelonian Conservation and Biology 4:449-456;
Jennings, W. B. 1997. Habitat use and food preferences of the desert tortoise, Gopherus
agassizii, in the western Mojave Desert and impact of off-road vehicles. Proceedings:
Conservation, Restoration, and Management of Tortoises and Turtles - An International
Conference. New York Turtle and Tortoise Society, pp . 42-45 .

For example, both activities can increase the spread of non-native invasive weeds
which crowd out native flora . This can have both a direct and indirect impact on tortoises
by decreasing essential, nutritious native forage and by directly harming tortoises. See ,
~, Brooks, M.L. and Berry, K.H. 2006 Dominance and environmental correlates of
alien annual plants in the Mojave Desert, USA Journal of Arid Environments (67): 100
124; Brooks, M.L., Matchett, lR., and Berry, K.H. 2006. Effects of livestock watering
sites on alien and native plants in the Mojave Desert, USA, Journal of Arid Environments
(67): 125-147; Gelbard, J . L. and J. Belnap. 2003. Roads as conduits for exotic plant
invasions in a semiarid landscape. Conservation Biology 17:420-432. Effects of
livestock watering sites on alien and native plants in the Mojave Desert, USA, Journal of
Arid Environments (67): 125-147; Jennings, W.Bryan, "Diet Selection by the Desert
Tortoise in Relation to the Flowering Phenology of Ephemeral Plants," Chelonian
Conservation and Biology, 2002, 4(2):353-358; Oftedal, Olav T., Hillard, Scott, and
Morafka, David J. , " Selective spring foraging by juvenile desert tortoises (Gopherus
agassizii) in the Mojave Desert: evidence of an adaptive nutritional strategy." Chelonian
Conservation and Biology, 2002, 4(2):341-352. Without a diverse assemblage of plant
species upon which to forage, desert tortoises cannot maintain an appropriate nutritive
balance. Oftedal, O.T., 2005 , Fast Plants, Slow Tortoises: How nutrition could constrain
recovery of the desert tortoise. Abstract of paper presented at the Thirtieth Annual
Meeting and Symposium of the Desert Tortoise Council. The impacts on juveniles from
lack of nutritious forage are known to be even more severe; See, e.g., ld.; Oftedal, O.T.
200 1. Low rainfall affects the nutritive quality as well as the total quantity of food
available to the desert tortoise. Abstract of paper presented at the Twenty-sixth Annual
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Meeting and Symposium of the Desert Tortoise Council. The biologi cal opinion also fails
to adequately asses s the indirect impacts of the activities authorized by RMP which may
increase fire frequency and raven predation . It is well known that raven predation of
juvenile tortoises is a threat to the species and that raven populations increase along with
human activities which provides subsidies for raven populations such as water sources for
livestock, roadkill , and increased trash.

Further, as earl y as the 2007, at the Desert Tortoise Sympos ium, which man y
FWS staff attended, ther e was clear evidence that tortoises may be suffering from direct
injur ies and infecti ons due to attempts to consume unpalatable weeds spread by ORVs
and grazing. Medica, Philip A. and Sara E. Eckert, USGS, Invasive Annua l Grass
Bromus madritensis ssp. rubens and Mechan ical Injury to the Desert Tortoise, Poster
presented at Desert Tortoise Symposium , February 2007. None of these issues were
adequately addressed in the biological opinion.

The biological opinion also improperly relies on unknown and unproven
mitigation measures. "M itigation measures must be reasonably specific, certain to occur ,
and capable of implementation; they must be subject to deadl ines or otherwise
enforceable obligations; and most important, they must address the threats to the speci es
in a way that sati sfies the jeopard y and adverse modifi cation standards." Ctr. for
Biological Diversity v. Rum sfeld, 198 F. Supp. 2d 1139, 1152 (D. Ari z. 2002). For
example, even though FWS admits that uranium mining is incomp atible with desert
tortoi se habitat, the biological opini on concludes that any such min ing will not jeopardize
the tortoi se or adversely modify its critica l habitat because the agency will adopt
measures, not yet know n, to protect the tortoise ifmining is perm itted. FW S also
acknowledges tha t signage for road closures and rehabil itation will only take place when
funding becomes available. Thus, road closures may be largely ineffecti ve as mitigation
measures to reduce impacts to the tortoise until that funding is secured by BLM. Relying
on these and other spec ulative futur e actions to avoid jeopardizing listed species or
adversely modi fyin g or destroying critica l habitat violates the ESA.

For tho se miti gation mea sures that are identified in the biological opinion, FWS
fails to support its conclus ion that they will be effective in alleviat ing the threats to the
speci es and critica l habitat. For example, to protect the desert tortoise from grazing
impacts, FWS reli es prim arily on a requirement that livestock be moved when they have
eaten 45% of the available forag e in desert tortoise habit at. However, FWS fails to
explain the basis for its assumption that thi s measure is sufficient or how the age ncies
will enforce this limitation. Indeed , recent scientific data sugg est s that this 45%
threshold is too high and does not adequately protect the tortoise. In fact, ut ilization rates
for the Mojave de sert are recommended at a 25-35% thre shold with 4- 8 inches of annual
rainfall. Holecheck, ] .L., R.D. Pieper and C.H. Herbell 1998 . Range Management:
Principles and Practic es. Prenti ce-Hall. Table 8.7 pg 207. This recommendation does
not include an anal ysi s of grazing with rare species forage need s whi ch would need to be
even lowe r. FWS did not address this information in the biological opinion.

December 9. 2008
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Similarly, FWS relies solely on seasonal livestock restrictions, but fails to explain
how or why these limitations alone will sufficiently protect the tortoise and its critical
habitat. There is no evidence these restrictions will adequately protect the desert tortoise
or allow the tortoise to recover. Moreover, the RMP allows for ephemeral grazing on the
Tuweep and Pakoon allotments, in spite of these areas being critical to desert tortoise
recovery. As FWS is well aware, ephemeral grazing has particularly damaging effects
and most importantly can undermine recovery of native plant species and the desert
tortoise by competing for and consuming native plants necessary for the tortoise to
recover from past nutritive and forage deficits in "good" years. The biological opinion
completely fails to address this issue.

California Condor

The biological opinion also fails to adequately address impacts to the condor. As
FWS is well aware, ingestion of lead ammunition is the primary source of elevated lead
exposure and poisoning in the endangered California condor. Although the agencies
were repeatedly urged to do so, the final Plan fails to ban the use of lead shot and other
lead ammunition on these public lands or to provide any mitigation for likely severe
ongoing impacts to the Condor. Because it has been left unaddressed in these plans and
in other areas, the lead poisoning problem could negate the efforts of the condor
reintroduction and recovery program.

Since the southwestern condor reintroduction program began in 1996, lead
poisoning has been the leading cause of death for reintroduced condors in Arizona. At
least 12-14 condors have died of lead poisoning in Arizona. An increasing and appalling
percentage of the wild condor population in the southwest must now periodically receive
emergency chelation treatment for lead poisoning. In 2005, over 50% of all Arizona
condors had lead exposure and 23% (18 birds) required chelation treatment. In 2006,
95% of all Arizona condors (54 birds) had lead exposure and 40 condors (70% of the
Arizona population) were chelated. Although no condors died in Arizona of lead
poisoning in 2007, there were 50 cases of condor lead exposure documented and 25
required chelation. See, e.g., Second Five Years of the California Condor Reintroduction
Program in the Southwest, April 2007, prepared for the California Condor Recovery
Team and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, CalifornialNevada Operations Office,
Sacramento, California. Data has not yet been released for 2008.

There is overwhelming evidence that the lead poisoning condors is coming from
ammunition used in hunting and plinking. Condors scavenge bullet-killed carrion left by
hunters, which often contains small fragments of lead. Every fall s ince 2002 there has
been an abrupt increase in the blood lead levels of Arizona condors corresponding with
increased condor use during hunting season of deer-hunting areas on the Kaibab Plateau.
Metallic lead fragments deposited onto soils and aquatic sediments are not chemically or
environmentally inert, although tens or hundreds of years may be required for total
breakdown and dissolution of pellets.

Decernber 9, 200 8
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The biological opinion recognizes this problem and "recommends" that lead
ammunition be banned but fails to address the surv ival and recovery of the Condor in
light of these impacts .

Although voluntary efforts in Arizona have had some positive effect, they are not
suffic ient to protect the condor. Even with a positive response from hunt ers ther e are still
significant and lethal amounts of lead avail able to cond ors. There have been at least a
dozen condor deaths in Arizona from lead poisoning. It is clear from the 5-year review
of the condor recovery program that without further reductions in lead exposure, condors
wiII continue to die of lead poisoning and require frequent and intrus ive chelation
treatments, and that the condo r population wiII not achie ve the recovery goals for the
species.

Pursuant to the ESA, for nonessential experimental popul ations, only two
provisions of secti on 7 wou ld appl y outside the Nati onal Park System lands ; section
7(a)(1), which requires alI Federal age ncies to use their authorities to conserve listed
species, and section 7(a)(4), which requires Federal agencies to infonnalIy confer with
the Service on actions that are likely to jeopardize the continued ex istence of a proposed
species. Thus, FWS must confer on the likelihood ofjeopardy to thi s species outside of
the NPS lands in the same way as it would for a spec ies that is proposed for listing. It
failed to do so. Moreover, by failin g to protect the condor from furth er, avo idable lead
poisonin g due to the use of lead ammunition on BLM land s, the agenc y has failed to
utilize its authority to fur ther survival and recovery of the condor as it is required to do
under section 7(a)(I).

Most importantly, FWS ' assumption that impacts to the IOU) population need not
be considered as "take" if the impact occurs outs ide of NPS lands is inaccurate . FWS has
failed to properly assess the legal import of the use of lead ammunition in condor habitat.
The specia l rule issued under section IOU) states that it is not a violation of the take
provisions of the ESA if a Ca lifornia condor is unavoidably and unintentionally taken
(including kilIing or injuring) where the activity was non-negligent and incidental to a
lawful activi ty, such as hunting. However, it is incontrovertible that the use of lead
ammunition is ent ire ly avo idable, as there are numerous alternative ammunitions that do
not contain lead availabl e for most hunt ing activities. Further, given the current sc ientific
evidence it is clear that the use of lead ammunition in any Ca lifornia condor habit at is not
only negligent but amounts to reckl ess disregard. Thus, any take or harm resulting to the
Ca lifornia condor from the use of lead ammunition in the Plan area wo uld be per se
unlawful and a violation of the ESA. See 16 U.S .c. § 1532(1 9) (The term "take"
includ es harm ).

Other Species

The defi ciencies in the biological opinion's evaluation of the des ert tortoise and
the Condor similarly plague the various analyses of the plans ' impacts on other
threatened and endange red spec ies and the designated critica l habitat.
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For example, the biological opinion fails to adequately anal yze the Arizona Strip
plans' impacts on the ability of any of the listed species, including for example the
Southwestern willow flycatcher and Mexican spotted owl , to recover. It also fails to
evaluate how these plans will affect the value of designated critical habitat for recovery
of the species. Both analyses are required by the ESA and its implementing regulations.
Nat'l Wildlife Fed'n. 524 F.3d 917, 931-3 3 Gifford Pinchot Task Force, 378 F.3d at 1069
(9th Cir. 2004) .

Further, as with the tortoise, the biolo gical opini on fails to adequatel y evaluate the
baseline conditions of any of the other listed species or their critical habitat, the specific
impacts caused by the acti vities approved by the plans, or the cumulative impacts. Not
only are these analyses insufficient in isolation, but the biological opinion also fails to
connect these anal yses to comprehensively anal yze the myriad threats presented by the
plans and non-federal actions in the area .

In addition, the biolo gical opini on fails to evaluate certa in impacts altogether for
the listed species. For example, the biological opinion concludes generally that closed
routes are beneficial to mo st species, but fails to evaluate how many routes must be
closed to protect any species or critical habitat. Thus, the biological opinion fails to
evaluate how the plans ' particular route designations allow for or preclude survival and
recovery of any of these species, including the desert tortoi se and the condor. Indeed, as
a general matter, the biological opinion' s conclusions are unsupported by the data and
analysis in the document and are therefore arbitrary and capric ious. In addition, the
analy sis of the impacts of the plan on listed plant specie s including the Brady pincushion
cactus, Siler pincushion cactus, and Holmgren milk vetch and its critical habitat is
woefully inadequate. FWS admits that there is insufficient data on many of the impacts
from grazing, ORVs and the spead of invasive weed s leading to type con version but
nonetheless simply concludes the impacts will be slight. However, absence of evidence is
not evidence that significant impacts will not occur.

Moreover, as with the desert tortoise, the biological opinion relie s on unlawful
mitigation measures to allevi ate the plans ' impacts on other species. The biological
opini on primarily cons ists of an "adaptive management" strategy, which means BLM and
NPS will determine at some later date whether their actions are jeopardizing species or
adversely modi fying criti cal habitat and then decide whether to take any remedial steps.
For example, FWS states that roads or routes causing or contributing to mortality of
individuals of listed species or degradation of the ir habi tat "will be identified." Those
routes will either be closed, or, if it is "not practical" to close those routes, the BLM or
NPS will impose other, unidentified mitigation measures. FWS does not explain what
stand ards or threshold s will be used to determine when a route is degrading habitat or
contributing to mortality, nor whether it is practical to close a route. FWS also fails to
explain when this process will occur , how it will be funded , how any monitoring of
closed routes will be funded, or how FWS can conclude that the route network will not
je opardize listed species or adversely modify critical habitat before it is completed.
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Relying on these and other speculative future actions to avoid jeopa rdizin g listed
species or adversely modi fying or destroying critica l habitat vio lates the ESA . See
Rumsfeld , 198 F. Supp. 2d at 1152 . Because FWS has not identified the future
mitigation measures, there is no evidence that these measures will be effec tive or that
they are reasonably certain to occur. In addit ion, as with the desert to rto ise analysis, the
biologica l opinion fails to adequ ately support its reliance on those mitigation measures
that are identifi ed .

Finally, as with the desert tortoise, the biological opinion fails to consider the
"best available sc ientific and comm ercial data available" in relation to the other listed
species as required by § 7(a)(2) of the ESA.

In sum, the biological opinion violates the ESA in several ways for each species
eva luated in the consultat ion, including its failure to adequate ly evaluate the impacts of
the Arizona Str ip plan s on the recovery of the spec ies and cr it ical habitat, its failure to
adequately eva luate the impacts of the Arizona Strip plans alone or in conce rt with the
environmental baselin e and cumulative impacts, its reliance on specul at ive mit igat ion
measures and adaptive managem ent strateg ies that are ineffective and not reasonably
certain to occur, and its failure to rely on the best ava ilable science. Further, the
biological opinion's conclus ions are unsupported by the ev idence in the biological
opinion and are based on inadequate and flawed analyses. For these and other reasons,
the 2007 biological op inion is arbitrary and capriciou s, an abuse of discretion, and
otherwise not in accordance with law. See 5 U.S.c. § 706(2).

II . VIOLATIONS OF THE ES A

A. Violations of Section 7(a)(2); Unlawful Reliance on Inadequate
Biological Opinions for Listed Species.

Pursuant to sec tion 7(a)(2) of the ESA, BLM and NPS have a substantive duty to
avoid jeopardy to listed spec ies regardless of the conclusion reached by the consulting
agency. See Res . Ltd ., Inc. v. Robertson, 35 F.3d 1300, 1304 (9th Cir. 1993)
("Consulting with the [FWS] alone does not satisfy an agency 's duty under the
Endangere d Spec ies Act. "); Rum sfeld, 198 F. Supp. 2d at 11 57 (" under the ESA, the
Army has an independent duty to insure that its actions satisfy § 7 and the jeopardy
stand ard"). Here, the ELM and NP S are failin g to ensure that their actions are not
jeopardizing the listed species or adversely mod ifying or destroying designated critica l
habit at in the Grand Ca nyon-Parashant Nation al Monument, the BLM lands managed by
the Arizona Strip Fie ld Office, and Vermil ion Cliffs National Monument because they
are relying on an arbitrary and capricious biological opinion. Fede ra l age ncies may not
take action that could harm listed species or designated crit ica l habitat until they have
completed consulta tion and received a valid biological opinion. Further, the BLM and
NPS failed to re ly on the best sc ientific and commercial data avail able as required by the
ESA . See 16 U.S.c. § I536(a)(2) ; 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(d).
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As detailed abov e, the biolo gical opinion on which BLM and NP S relied in
adoptin g the disputed plans is substantially flawed and thu s FWS' s conclusions that the
management o f these lands pursuant to those plan amendment s would not jeopardize
listed species or destroy or adversely mod ify critical habitat for listed species are
unsupported. Therefore, the FWS ' s issuance of the biological opinion and the BLM' s
and NP S' implementation of the plans in relian ce on the biological opinion violate the
substantive and procedural pro visions of Sect ion 7 of the ESA.

The de ficienc ies in the biological opinion render the FWS's "no jeopardy" and
"no adverse modification" conclusions and the BLM's and NPS' reliance on those
conclusions arbitrary and capricious and therefore unlawful under the ESA and the APA.
The BLM and NP S there fore are in violation of the ir substantive mandate to insure
aga inst jeopardy and adve rse modification of critica l habit at for listed spec ies with in the
lands that they manage.

B. Violation of Section 7(b)(4); Unlawful Reliance on Inadequate ITS.

The FWS is required und er Sec tio n 7(b)(4) of the ESA to issue an inc identa l take
statement (" ITS") with each biological opinion for anim al spec ies that spec ifies the
amount and extent of incidental take auth orized to the action agency. Additionally, the
ITS must specify reasonab le and prud ent measures necessary to minimize such impacts.
Finally , the ITS must include terms and conditions implementing the reasonable and
prudent meas ures .

The ITS in the biological opinion is inadequ ate in many ways inc luding, but not
limited to, the failure to provide a cle ar tr igger for re-c onsultat ion . For example, the
biological opinion's ITS provides that up to " [t]h irty desert tortoises may be inj ured or
killed by project act ivities and BLM authorizations over the next 20 yea rs" but fails to
provide a specific number of deaths or injuri es that will trigger re-consultation.

For the condor, FWS assum es that take can only occur when the individual
co ndors are physically on NP S land s, where they are treated as "threatened spec ies"
under the ESA . Under thi s logic, the harm to a condor experienc ing lead poisoning
would only be "counted" as a take when the individual condor is on NP S lands and the
same injury to the same ind iv idual would not be cons ide red as "take" when the co ndor is
on BLM lands. Assuming for the sake of argument alone that this is a corre ct analysis of
the law, FWS has sti ll failed to provide a va lid ITS for the co ndor. As the 2007 report
showed, nearly all condors in thi s area have been exposed to lead and well over half have
been treated for lead exposure. (Seco nd Five Years of the California Co ndo r
Reintrodu ction Program in the Southwest, April 2007, Fig ure 6) . Even if, as FWS states,
these condors "occur only rarely" on NPS lands, there would still be some amount of take
that must be recogni zed for these co ndors and which is not accounted for in the ITS.

/
/
/
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C. Violation of Section 9; Unlawful Taking of Listed Species.

The ESA also prohibits any "person" from "taking" threatened and endangered
spec ies. 16 U.S.c. § 1538, 50 C.F.R. § 17.31. The definition of "take," found at 16
U.S.c.§ 1532(19), states, "The term ' take' means to harass, harm, pursu e, hunt, shoot ,
wound, kill, trap, capture, or co llect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct."

The BLM and NP S are in violation of Section 9 of the ESA. Because the BLM
and NPS are in violation of Sections 7(a)(2), 7(d) and 50 C.F .R.§ 402.16, and because the
biological opinion and the accompany ing ITS are inadequate and unlaw ful, no take of
listed species is properly authorized .

In addition, the biological op inion fails to provide any authorization for take of
the condor and yet take continues to occur primar ily through lead poisoning. Most
egregiously, the BLM continues to allow use of lead ammunit ion for hunting on BLM
lands although this activity is known to cause harm to condors . This source of harm to
the condor is entirely avoidab le and the use of lead amm unition is intenti onal. Moreover,
the threat to the condo r from lead ammunition is we ll known to hunt ers, and as a result ,
the continued use of lead ammunition in condor habitat in hunting (an othe rwise law ful
activity) is clearly both negligent and reckless. Therefore, harm to the condor from lead
poisonin g due to hunt ing with lead ammunition does not and cannot fall within the
exempti ons provided for the non-essen tial experimental population under 50 C.F.R. §
17.84U)(2)(i).

D. Violation of Section 7(a) (1) and 2(e); Failure to Conserve Listed
Species.

Section 7(a)( I ) of the ESA directs that the Secretary review " ...other programs
administered by [her] and utilize such programs in furth erance of the purposes of the
Act." 16 U.s.c. § 1536(a)(l ). T he purpose of the ESA is to conserve endangered or
thre atened speci es . Among the "other programs administered by" the Secreta ry of the
Interior is the administration of these lands by the BLM and NPS. Section 7(a)(l ) applies
to all listed species and spec ifica lly applies even to the non-essent ial experimental
popul ation of the condor on BLM land s covered by these plans. Given the extensive
ev idence that the use of lead ammunition has and wi ll continue to dir ect ly harm the
condor population in this area, BLM's failure to prohibit or limit in any way the use of
lead ammunition on the land s covered by the Arizona Stri p RMP violates its duties under
Section 7(a)(l ) .

Section 2(c) of the ESA establishes that it is " ... the policy of Congress that all
Fede ral departm ents and agencies shall seek to conserve endangered spec ies and
threatened species and sha ll util ize the ir author ities in furtherance of the purposes of this
Act." 16 U.S.c. § 153 I(c)(l ). The ESA defines "conservation" to mean " . .. the use of all
meth ods and procedures which are necessary to bring any endangered spec ies or
threatened spec ies to the point at which the measures provided pursuant to this Act are no
longer necessar y." 16 U.S.c. § 1532(3).
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The BLM 's and NPS ' implementation of the plans and auth orization of activities
including route designations and grazing is violating section 2(c) of the ESA because the
agencies refuse to use their authorities to further the purpose of the ESA and speci es
con servation on these lands. For example, the BLM has failed to fully implement the
recovery plan for the Mojave population of the desert tortoise on these lands which calls
for eliminating grazing from critical habitat and limiting off-road vehicle activity in
desert tortoi se habitat. Similarly, the FWS is violating section 2(c) of the ESA because
the biological opinion fails to apply the Secretary ' s affirmative responsibility to conserve
listed speci es by including measures required to conserve these species as mandatory
term s and conditions of any ITS.

III. Remedy

If the BLM, NPS , and the FWS do not act within 60 days to correct these
violations of the ESA, the Conservation Groups will pursue litigation in federal court
again st the agencies and officials named in this letter. We will seek inj unct ive and
decl aratory relief, and legal fees and costs regarding these violati ons.

If you have any questions, or would like to discuss this matter further, please
contact me at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

Adam Keats, Senior Coun sel
Center for Biological Diversity
35 1 California St., Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94104

cc.

Dale Hall
Director , U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1849 C St.
Wash ington , DC 20240
Fax : 202-208-6965

Michael B. Mukasey
Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Ave ., NW
Washington DC 20530-000 1
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